Can you remember a time where the use of statistics dramatically changed your opinion on something? A scenario where the stats disproved many of your preconceived notions about a topic? rhiever Seeing as this is my first post I just want to say THANK YOU for all these amazing questions! I really hope I don't disappoint! To answer the first, yes! I can think of lots of examples -the one that comes to mind is a bit of an uncomfortable one though… I had an argument with someone about Muslim women. They told me that they were more likely to be unemployed than other women in Britain. That doesn't match my own experience and I feel like it supports some really negative stereotypes about Muslim women. But I did some research and statistically, they're right. That doesn't make the stereotypes ok but I do think it's a really good example of how data can change your mind even when it doesn't match with your own personal experience (or the argument that you instinctively want to make).
questions:
1. What was your biggest "Why does this data set exist?" moment? 2. What's your favourite correlation between two nominally unrelated phenomena? ForLackOfAUserName 1. I guess I can see the rationale for creating ANY data set so I've never really been too surprised. But I do find academic research super weird (qualitative and quantitative). Most recently my research led me to this… "Twinship, incest, and twincest in the Harry Potter universe" http://journal.transformativeworks.org/index.php/twc/article/view/576/457 which ¯_(ツ)_/2 . There are so many good ones here! http://www.tylervigen.com/spurious-correlations -will try to think of a personal favourite. But don't you think people are noticing them all the time in their everyday lives? (albeit with some cognitive bias) eg "why does it always rain the one day that I straighten my hair??"
What was your education and career path like that led you to where you are now?
How would you recommend someone already a decade out of school to get into this line of work?
halalf Well! Seeing as there were 3 of you that were interested in this! (and there's a saying amongst us very experienced data journalists which is 3 is greater than 1 -that's a bad joke sorry)
At the risk of sounding cheesy, it's never too late! Unlike most data journalists, I didn't start out in journalism and was never really drawn to the profession. I used to work in something called monitoring and evaluation in the humanitarian sector (sorry, that's all UN jargon but it's basically evaluating the level of need among vulnerable populations) it made me passionate about the importance of accurate numbers but frustrated with communicating them to a small group of so-called "experts" (who rarely include the individuals best positioned to actually do the fact-checking).
I ended up doing doing unpaid work experience at the Guardian 2 days a week (so that I could earn the rest of the time) and I suppose they just got used to having me around. I recommend you do whatever you can to build up your experience -happy to give you more advice however I can (email me at mona.chalabi@fivethirtyeight.com) for now I have loads more qs to answer!! Is there a 'Dear Mona' question that was just unpublishable because of ethical or moral reasons, but that you badly wanted to research and answer (and maybe you did)? moebio The only thing that would make a question unpublishable is if I can't find enough reliable data to answer it. The last time I remember that happening was about 2 weeks ago. A reader asked me if people were spending more time on the toilet now because they're using smartphones and handling business while they handle business. I could only find some really bad surveys and one study that had about 6 participants so that idea went down the drain (sorry, my colleagues will testify I love a terrible pun).
Given the steep rise of data analysis in just about every field imaginable, is there any area 
includes a few journalists that don't really put much effort behind their data (and no this is not aimed at you). What is FiveThirtyEight doing to police it's own behavior, and how does such a small group of staff look objectively at the work of people that very well could also be a close friend? Do you see this as a potential danger to FiveThirtyEights journalistic integrity? I have been very disappointed at some of the articles coming from a few authors that can't even pass a basic logic test. And when this comes from the same few journalists over and over I have a hard time seeing how they still work there.
MonkRome This is a great question. Data journalism can sometimes be surrounded in an undeserved halo. What we do is not perfectly objective (nothing is, not even science I'm afraid) but we truly strive to be accurate and honest in everything we do -and that comes before personal relationships and friendships in the newsroom.
Personally, I always read the comments below an article. If you feel I've messed up, I really want readers like you to tell me. Or if you don't want to publish publicly, please email me.
How surprised were you by the UK election result? I remember the outcome being outside the confidence interval predicted by 538. Any ideas why the prediction was so far from the outcome? Captain_Wozzeck I think there are lots of reasons and the ones I would have given you on May 8th are probably different to the one I'll give you now… right now though, the answer that comes to mind is that journalists took far too much heart from Nate's success in 2012. Britain is so very very different to America (the past 19 months has left me in no doubt about that!) and so the data and the way that you understand it isn't the same at all. I think that's sort of a moral in so much data journalism -people assume that objectivity means one size fits all. It doesn't. Context is everything.
Hope that makes sense! What data do you have on pubes? cowlick206 http://fivethirtyeight.com/datalab/au-naturel-or-barely-there-the-data-on-pubic-hair-preferences/ Your username together with your question has given me a pretty gross mental image. I'd now like to pass to another question. Iam_a_Jew So many questions here that are worth understanding between now and November (but I'm not able to right now without at least another hour). We'll be discussing our coverage of race and voting intention at 538 so I'll pass these qs onto our editors … thank you! What is your favorite statistical anomaly? rhiever Total mental block -sorry Randy! The only thing that comes to mind right now (literally because two twins just walked past my window) is this article http://fivethirtyeight.com/datalab/more-twins-fewertriplets/ where I was genuinely surprised to find data that showed twins were on the rise in America but triplets were declining and had to figure out why. It wasn't the explanation I was expecting at all! HELLO EVERYONE, I'M MONA CHALABI FROM FIVETHIRTYEIGHT, AND I ANALYSE DATA ON PUBES AND POLITICS. ASK ME ANYTHING! : REDDIT
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